FROM FARMERS TO BIOENGINEERS
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Twenty-first-century agriculture faces major challenges that urgently need to be answered. In the last decade, new breeding technologies have been developed that can help meet these challenges. These technologies are not only more accurate and efficient, but are also simpler and more accessible, which will facilitate the progressive democratisation of agricultural biotechnology. In this text we discuss future agricultural development in terms of technological democratisation and regulatory relaxation. In this scenario one would expect an increase in the diversity of cultivated varieties and species, the strong development of biofactory crops and, in the long term, the emergence of increasingly fit «smart» crops.
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INTRODUCTION

The citizens of developed countries tend to consider their food supply as guaranteed at our current technological levels and thus they underestimate the strategic importance of agricultural biotechnology. However, this could not be further from reality. According to the latest report on the future of agriculture published by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO, 2018), the world population will reach 10 billion in 2050, leading to an increase in cultivated land and a consequent decline in forested areas. At the same time, climate change is threatening to reduce the productivity of our crops. New plagues are putting our plants at risk, and this is favoured by trade and climatic conditions that encourage the development of such diseases. In turn, the fight against these emerging pests will require increased use of plant protection products, consequently generating potentially toxic by-products. In this context of demographic and environmental pressure, improving our agricultural production systems is essential if we are to achieve a sustainable future (Figure 1).

One of the most efficient strategies available to address these challenges is plant breeding. This involves providing our crops with genetic mechanisms so they can defend themselves from new threats without the need for external agents. Furthering plant breeding based on sustainability factors such as genetic resistance to pests and diseases, resilience, and adaptation to salinity, droughts, high temperatures, etc., is one of the biggest challenges of future plant biotechnology. However, as has happened in the past with other technological fields, our future agro-biotechnological development model will largely depend on how new plant breeding technologies are perceived by society. A good example is the evolution of computing and telecommunications. Computing started in the last century as a deeply elitist technology monopolised by states and large companies, and this monopoly generated mistrust among the population. All this changed radically with the democratisation brought about by the emergence of the personal computer, which was possible thanks to the decrease in technology prices because of the standardisation of electronic components.
To date, agricultural biotechnology has also been conducted as an elitist technology, made evident by the small number of companies that concentrate most of the world’s seed production (Figure 2). As we will see below, new breeding technologies, together with the vast corpus of knowledge generated in recent decades by disciplines such as genomics and the study of plant physiology, now places us in a technological position that would allow a «democratisation» leap, similar to that created by the introduction of personal computers to the field of information technology. However, meeting the right technological conditions does not ensure that such a transition will take place. It will all depend on how such technology is perceived, accepted and, eventually, incorporated into our societies. This could range from an ultra-conservative scenario that appears to reject new technologies, to an ultra-liberal scenario that dispenses almost entirely with any regulation. It is reasonable to expect that these extreme scenarios will not take place, but even so, small differences in how regulatory barriers are set can yield completely different results. A more restrictive stance based on the rigorous application precautionary principles would create obstacles for technological development that could only be overcome by a few parties with sufficient financial capacity. This would then place biotechnology in the hands of only a few people. Conversely, a scenario with more accessible regulation could stimulate creativity, competition, and encourage the emergence of more actors, including those operating in rural areas, without affecting food or environmental security.

Here, we will examine what the agricultural food landscape of the future might look like, assuming the most favourable scenario of responsible innovation. To do this, we will first look at how some of the new enabling technologies have pushed agricultural breeding towards a tipping point, and then we will imagine how these technologies might, in a context that favours innovation, lead to the plants of the future.

### NEW TOOLS FOR BREEDING

Breeding involves modifying some of the genetic instructions contained in a species’ genome to suit our needs. Humans have been modifying crops’ genomes since the Neolithic era, selecting for the random mutations that were most beneficial to us. However, until the last century, our ability to perform genetic editing was limited to the emergence of spontaneous mutations. More recently, marker-assisted breeding has accelerated the incorporation of mutations from the genomes of other, related varieties or species into our crops.

Chemical mutagenesis and radiation techniques have also facilitated the rapid generation of new genetic variability that can be incorporated into breeding programmes. However, it was not until the early 1980s that plant biotechnology tools allowed the transfer of «engineered» (i.e., non-random) instructions into plant genomes for the first time (Barton et al., 1983; Herrera-Estrella et al., 1983). Current genetically modified (transgenic)
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plants usually include only one or, at most, a few «designer» genes resulting from DNA recombination, i.e., a minuscule amount compared to the nearly 50,000 genes that make up the genome of a plant like the soybean (Schmutz et al., 2010). Nonetheless, the impact of plant transgenesis has been so profound that 75% of the soybeans planted today carry these few genetic modifications.

In the context of this first generation of biotechnological tools, our ability to edit genomes has increased dramatically in the last decade thanks to a set of new technologies. Among these, two deserve special mention: DNA synthesis and CRISPR genetic editing. DNA synthesis allows us to write genetic instructions in the laboratory. In recent years our capacity to synthesise DNA has grown almost exponentially so that now we can write increasingly longer DNA fragments at a lower cost (Wang et al., 2018). Although the length of DNA chains that can be synthesised at once using purely chemical methods is not unlimited, so-called modular assembly techniques have recently allowed the creation of ever longer constructs by joining DNA fragments with each other as if they were Lego parts (Engler et al., 2008; Vazquez-Vilar et al., 2018). As a result, our ability to «write» complex instructions that can subsequently be transferred to plants has grown enormously, both in quantity and in precision, while the price and effort required to do so has decreased.

The second major technological breakthrough was CRISPR gene-editing technology. Being able to write genetic instructions is of little use if we cannot insert them correctly into the corresponding page of the genetic instruction book. CRISPR/Cas9 proteins, discovered, among others, by the Spanish researcher Francis Mojica (Lander, 2016; Mojica et al., 2009), are the genomic equivalent of powerful search engines. They can allow us to navigate the immense genomic instruction book and either introduce small modifications or incorporate new information into

«Furthering genetic improvement is one of the biggest challenges of future plant biotechnology research»

Figure 1. In developed countries, citizens assume that their food supply is guaranteed. However, demographic and environmental pressures suggest that we will have to improve our agricultural production system to ensure a sustainable future in terms of food.

«New plagues put our plants at risk and this problem is favoured by trade and climatic conditions that encourage their development»
it with precision. The novelty of CRISPR technology is that it allows us to incorporate new information exactly into the chosen line of the desired genetic code page, in the specific location where an instruction makes sense, and nowhere else. It is important to note that CRISPR gene editing has been proven not only to be a hugely efficient technology, but it is also a very affordable one, thus putting all of its potential within the reach of large and small laboratories alike. Thus, it is easy to conclude that combining the growing capability for DNA synthesis with the power and precision allowed by genomic editing could make breeding the starting point of a technological revolution.

In the last decade our ability to alter genomes has dramatically increased
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Next, we will examine what the plants of the future might look like given these new technological capabilities. As described above, we will assume that future regulatory scenarios will be flexible enough to make their adoption by small and medium-sized companies, or their public counterparts, feasible. The first consequence of such a scenario would be the creation of a new innovation ecosystem associated with agriculture. One of the main problems of the current system is the tendency towards uniformity in the development of elite varieties to replace native ones. The «democratisation» of agrobiotechnology would facilitate the direct introduction of genetic innovations such as resistance, organoleptic, or nutritional characteristics, etc. into local varieties. This would bring genetic design closer to local producers. In other words, the «democratisation» of biotechnology would enable a professional evolution from farmers to «farmer-bioengineers», or even «biohackers» – professionals specialising in different phases of the agricultural production cycle – from designing the variety to producing it in the field. Thanks to this creative environment, the plants of the future would be capable of yielding pleasant surprises. Here are some examples of what this creative new agriculture might look like.

Even today, many of the drugs used in the fight against diseases such as cancer or malaria are extracted from plants.
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■ EXPLOSION OF CULTIVATED BIODIVERSITY

The most immediate change to expect over a ten-year period would be an explosion in the diversity of both varieties and species (Figure 3). First, varietal diversity would be expanded by facilitating the improvement of local varieties. In the medium term, we could also expect an increase in the number of cultivated species. In agriculture we use only a small part of the catalogue of plant species that exist in nature, since just a few can be domesticated by traditional methods. Today, however, we know many of the genetic factors that have previously allowed the domestication of our crop species. Aided by new breeding techniques, we can now undertake the domestication of new wild species. In a recent example, a group of German and Brazilian researchers managed to improve a species of wild tomato with no agronomic value by editing only six of its genes: they increased the number of fruits per plant tenfold, tripled their size, and quintupled their lycopene content (Khan et al., 2019; Zsögön et al., 2018). Therefore, these researchers partially recapitulated much of the centuries-old process of the domestication of the cultivated tomato in just a couple generations.

Similar processes are expected to occur in other wild or semi-domesticated species, many of which can provide greater base resilience or better adaptation to hostile environments. New technologies will even allow us to speed up the speciation processes, as Professor Ralf Bock’s group in Germany recently demonstrated by inducing neopolyploidy with a graft (Fuentes et al., 2014). Starting with two tobacco species, Nicotiana tabacum and Nicotiana glauca, these researchers quickly created a new species (Nicotiana tabauca) by transferring complete nuclear genomes from one plant to another. After the transfer, a rapid genomic reorganisation process, similar to that occurring during natural speciation, took place. Thus, it is likely that we will be able to quickly generate new species on which we can test agronomic characteristics, composition, etc., in order to create radically new crops.

■ BIOFACTORY CROPS: «MADE IN BENTHY»

The above example helps us to underline the fact that, in addition to food production, there is a millenary tradition of using plants as factories to obtain useful compounds including fibres, biomaterials, and medicines. Even today, many of the drugs used in the fight against diseases such as cancer or malaria are extracted from plants. Genetic engineering allows us to use plants as biofactories to obtain biomolecules used in pharmaceuticals, medicine, or cosmetics. For example, the Australian species Nicotiana benthamiana (Figure 4), a relative of tobacco (commonly known as Benth), is widely used to produce vaccines, antibodies, and new products to replace antibiotics. Indeed, the antidote that Western missionaries received in the recent 2014 Ebola crisis was produced from N. benthamiana (Qiu et al., 2014).

More recently, the Canadian company Medicago completed phase III of its human clinical testing of a seasonal flu vaccine which was also «made in Benth»
The plants of the future (Pillet et al., 2016). It is very likely that in five to ten years’ time our vaccines could be produced using plant-based antigens, and our food will be preserved with «made in Benthy» colicins (antibacterial proteins) similar to those recently developed by the German company Icon Genetics (Stephan et al., 2017). All these examples show a new side of agricultural production, which in turn, sets new previously unexplored goals for breeding, such as enhancing the efficiency, quality, and stability of recombinant proteins or crop biosafety, among others. Indeed, the European project Newcotiana1, which brings together nineteen European and Australian research groups, aims at improving the biofactory capacity of Benthy plants and their relative, cultivated tobacco. With the implementation of these improvements, it is expected that the land area dedicated to biofactories in the future will increase, displacing other less socially acceptable crops such as smoking tobacco.

1 https://newcotiana.org/

**«SEXY», «SMART», PLANTS WITH INCREASED ABILITIES**

What can we expect beyond twenty-years’ time? What are the limits of plant breeding? Can we provide our crops with new functionalities beyond those we observe in nature? Some might say everything was already invented by evolution, but it appears that humans may be able to provide abilities that biological evolution did not. One example of this is weather forecasting. It is technologically possible to design «smart» plants that can respond to certain weather-based triggers by, for example, producing defensive compounds such as antifreeze proteins when a frost is likely. Similarly, the current state of technology would allow us to design plants that respond to the detection of a pest by producing defensive volatile compounds such as sexual pheromones that confuse insects.

The examples cited above are not limited to transferring a single transgene or a small modification into the genetic code of plants, rather...
they provide genetic circuits and complex metabolic pathways involving many genes. Some authors argue that, in order to achieve the levels of sophistication required to design such plants, engineering principles similar to those that allowed the industrial and information engineering revolutions must also be incorporated into biotechnology, including standardisation, modularity, and abstraction of function. These aspects are addressed by the discipline known as synthetic biology, which is opening up new horizons in plant biotechnology. The example of plants producing sexual pheromones was initially suggested and has already been partially implemented by a team of students at the Polytechnic University of Valencia in collaboration with the Spanish National Science Research Council (CSIC in its Spanish abbreviation), within the context of the iGEM synthetic biology project started in Boston in 2015. This work has also seeded other similar research projects, namely the sustainable bioproduction of insect pheromones in plants as an alternative to using synthetic pesticides.

On a different note, the example of the response to weather forecasts illustrates the potential of designing genetic circuits that would allow scientists to externally operate endogenous processes of agronomic interest, such as the flowering time, activation of defence mechanisms, or protection against environmental stress (Figure 5). Similar to the way that augmented reality or «cyborg» interfacing is starting to allow humans to surpass our innate capabilities within the outside environment, synthetic biology seeks to create crop plants with augmented capabilities that can produce more with less input, and in a more sustainable and environmentally friendly way.

The challenges are enormous but, for knowledge ecosystems in which the promotion of creativity is combined with the incentive of necessity, almost no technological challenge is insurmountable.

The plants of the future will probably end up being the way we want them to be. Decisions are already starting to be made. In this respect, and our present choices will shape the future of the next generations on Earth.
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«Today we know many of the genetic factors that allowed the domestication of our crop species»